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High-Speed Power Delivery Systems Get a Boost from Silicon Labs' Isolated Gate
Drivers
New Si827x ISOdriver Family Provides Industry's Highest Noise Immunity for Power Supplies, Solar Inverters and EV/HEV
Chargers
AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) has launched a family of isolated gate drivers that
solves a critical need for cutting-edge power supply designs. Based on Silicon Labs' proven digital isolation technology, the
new Si827x ISOdriver family offers the highest noise immunity of any gate driver on the market. This industry-leading
common mode transient immunity (CMTI) makes the Si827x drivers ideal for fast-switching and potentially noisy power
supply systems. Target applications include power supplies for servers, computers and base stations, as well as solar power
inverters and microinverters, class D amplifiers, motor controllers, and chargers for electric vehicle/hybrid-electric vehicles
(EV/HEV).
Get all the details about Silicon Labs' Si827x ISOdriver family including product pricing and availability, development tools
and data sheets at www.silabs.com/ISOdriver.
An overriding metric for power supply designers is power per volume (W/mm3). To maximize power density, many designers
choose faster switching frequencies for their modulation schemes. Power delivery systems use high-power semiconductor
switches, such as silicon-based MOSFETs and new gallium nitride (GaN) and silicon carbide (SiC)-based MOSFETs,
requiring a high-current isolated driver to control the switch. Fast switching improves system efficiencies but also produces
higher noise transients that can cause signal loss or permanent damage from latch-up. The Si827x gate drivers protect
power systems by offering exceptional immunity to these noise transients caused by high-speed switching.
The Si827x gate drivers offer industry-leading noise immunity (200 kV/µs) and latch-up immunity (400 kV/µs) - twice the
immunity rating of any other gate driver available today. With its high-performance noise immunity, the Si827x family
eliminates risks posed by faster switching speeds, preventing modulation loss as well as latch-up, which can be a major
safety concern. The Si827x family's very high latch-up specification makes the gate drivers extremely robust, preventing
permanent latch-up damage.
The Si827x family offers a choice of single- or dual-isolated drivers with either two independent input controls or a single
input for power converter applications. The drivers operate with a wide range of 2.5 - 5.5 V input VDD and a maximum drive
supply voltage of 30 V. The lower VDDI voltage capability of 2.5 V enables developers to design systems with a low-voltage
power supply that consumes less power, increases system efficiency and is compatible with low-power microcontrollers
(MCUs) such as Silicon Labs' EFM32™ Gecko MCUs.
The Si827x gate drivers feature an EN (active high enable) pin instead of the typical DIS (active low) pin, under-voltage
lockout (UVLO) fault protection, a de-glitch feature for filtering noisy inputs and highly precise dead time (DT pin)
programmability. Using this DT feature, developers can precisely control the "dead time" between two switching drivers to
optimize power system efficiency and safety.
"Silicon Labs' new Si827x gate driver family solves real-world customer problems, safely enabling fast switching and lowpower 2.5 V operation with excellent timing specs," said Ross Sabolcik, vice president of power products at Silicon Labs.
"The best-in-class noise immunity of our Si827x gate drivers allows developers to safely design power supply systems with
fast-switching MOSFETs or faster GaN and SiC switches, which can significantly improve overall system efficiency while
enhancing reliability."
Leveraging Silicon Labs' proprietary capacitive-coupled isolation technology, the Si827x gate drivers offer very low
electromagnetic interference (EMI) emissions, long lifetimes, fast and accurate timing specs, and a wide temperature range
of -40 to +125 °C.
Si827x Isolated Gate Driver Family Highlights



Industry's highest noise immunity (200 kV/µs) and latch-up immunity (400 kV/µs) to support ultra-fast switching



The only gate drivers available operating down to 2.5 V VDD to reduce power consumption



Best-in-class timing specs (typical 30 ns delay) with 10x shorter propagation delay and 20x lower skew than
competing gate drivers



Uses EN pin instead of DIS pin to ensure a safe default state



Accurate timing including dead-time control to maximize system efficiency and safety



Robust, reliable solution with stable operation over a long lifetime - up to 60 years or 10x longer than opto-based
solutions

Pricing and Availability
Samples and production quantities of the Si827x isolated gate drivers are available now in narrow-body SOIC and compact
5 mm x 5 mm LGA packages. Si827x family pricing in 10,000-unit quantities begins at $1.19 (USD.) To simplify application
development, Silicon Labs supports the Si827x family with the Si8273ISO-KIT, Si8274ISO-KIT and Si8275ISO-KIT evaluation
kits, priced at $29.00 each (USD MSRP). To purchase product samples and development tools, visit
www.silabs.com/ISOdriver.
Connect with Silicon Labs
Follow Silicon Labs at http://news.silabs.com/, at http://blog.silabs.com/, on Twitter at http://twitter.com/siliconlabs and on
Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/siliconlabs. Explore Silicon Labs' diverse product portfolio at
www.silabs.com/parametric-search.
Silicon Labs
Silicon Labs (NASDAQ: SLAB) is a leading provider of silicon, software and solutions for the Internet of Things, Internet
infrastructure, industrial automation, consumer and automotive markets. We solve the electronics industry's toughest
problems, providing customers with significant advantages in performance, energy savings, connectivity and design
simplicity. Backed by our world-class engineering teams with unsurpassed software and mixed-signal design expertise,
Silicon Labs empowers developers with the tools and technologies they need to advance quickly and easily from initial idea
to final product. www.silabs.com
Cautionary Language
This press release may contain forward-looking statements based on Silicon Labs' current expectations. These forwardlooking statements involve risks and uncertainties. A number of important factors could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in the forward-looking statements. For a discussion of factors that could impact Silicon Labs' financial
results and cause actual results to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements, please refer to Silicon
Labs' filings with the SEC. Silicon Labs disclaims any intention or obligation to update or revise any forward-looking
statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
Note to editors: Silicon Labs, Silicon Laboratories, the "S" symbol, the Silicon Laboratories logo and the Silicon Labs logo
are trademarks of Silicon Laboratories Inc. All other product names noted herein may be trademarks of their respective
holders.
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